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Unpaid labour time on platforms



Research frame

• Unpaid labour time = time spend on productive but unremunerated 
activities that contributes to accessing and/or completing tasks within 

labour platforms (Pulignano et al., 2022)

• Platforms’ way of organising work contributes to unpaid labour: 

o Piece-rate payment (Moore & Newsome, 2018), ‘algorithmic insecurity’ (Wood 

& Lehdonvirta, 2021), requiring unpaid labour to access work (Pulignano et al., 

2022; Wood et al., 2019)

• Working time control on platforms (Heiland, 2022)

• Agency and oppositional behaviour of platform workers (e.g. Tassinari & 

Maccarrone, 2019; Wood et al., 2018, …) 



Research question & Research frame

How do workers engage in a contention over unpaid labour time in 

food delivery and domestic platform work?

• Organisational misbehaviour as a “contention and struggle over a small 

number of overlapping material and symbolic resources” (Ackroyd and 

Thompson, 2022: xix)

• Workers’ practices aimed at manipulating the ‘wage/ effort bargain’ by 

actively navigating their exposure to unpaid labour time



Research design and methods

• Comparative qualitative case-study of two platforms in Belgium: 

o Food delivery (Deliveroo): Platform sets pay and assigns orders, 

workers login to work when they want 

o Domestic work (Ring Twice): Workers set pay and apply for jobs 

posted by clients, rating system

o Platform workers are self-employed or ‘peer-to-peer workers’

• 23 narrative interviews with platform workers, 3 semi-structured 

interviews with platform management, desk research



Food delivery (Deliveroo)

• Unpaid labour time and work extensification

o Working time control: pay per delivered order, large workforce competing 

for orders, limited information on orders, …

→ Unpaid waiting time, searching time, traveling time, additional time

spend on delivering long-distance orders, …

• Workers’ contentions: reducing unpaid idle time 

o Only working during most busy hours, riding quickly, working for other 

platforms, refusing orders, ‘tricking the app’: falsely confirming food pickup 

or delivery, simulating problem, …



Domestic work (Ring Twice)

• Unpaid labour time and work intensification 

o Working time control: rating system (client reviews, completed jobs & job 

cancellations etc.), limited number of applications per job, limited 

information on clients and tasks, …

→Constant availability, job search & applications, additional tasks to 

increase rating, communications and negotiations with clients, …

• Workers’ contentions: prolonging unpaid labour time 

o Creating attractive profile, working overtime to deliver excellent job, not 

charging for all hours worked, taking client relationship outside the platform, 

…



Conclusion and discussion

• Unpaid labour time as a result of platform workers’ contentions:

o Active struggle over the amount of time gone unpaid

• Limiting unpaid labour time

• Intentionally engaging in unpaid labour time (domestic work)

• Differences across platforms

o Contrasting labour processes and worker responses

o Different experiences of unpaid labour time

• Workers’ contentions in ‘self-employed’ platform work

o Both ‘productive’ and ‘counterproductive’ behaviour


